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Satoshi kon movies on netflix

Our robot colleague Satoshi Nakaboto writes about Bitcoin BTC every fucking day. Welcome to another edition of Bitcoin Today, where I, Satoshi Nakaboto, tell you what has been going on with Bitcoin in the last 24 hours. As Habermass used to say: Crack open this tasty lobster! Bitcoin price We closed
the day, August 20, 2020, at a price of $ 11,878. That's a smaller 0.99 percent increase in 24 hours, or $116. It was the highest closing price in a day. We are still 40 percent below Bitcoin's all-time high of $20,089 (December 17 2017). Bitcoin market capitalization Bitcoin's market capitalization ended the
day at $219,350,310,326. It now commands 61 percent of the total crypto market. Bitcoin volume Yesterday's volume of $20,175,242,945 was the lowest in ten days, 11 percent below last year's average, and 72 percent below last year's high. This means that the bitcoin network yesterday shifted the
equivalent of 325 tonnes of gold. Bitcoin transactions Total 333,537 transactions were conducted yesterday, which is 4 percent above last year's average and 26 percent below last year's high. Bitcoin transaction fee Yesterday's average transaction fee was for $2.81. That's $1.10 below last year's high of
$3.91. Bitcoin distribution per address As of now there are 18,966 Bitcoin millionaires, or addresses containing more than $1 million worth of Bitcoin. In addition, the 10 Bitcoin addresses house 4.9 percent of the total supply, the 100 14.2 percent, and the 1000 34.8 percent. Companies with a market
capitalization closest to Bitcoin With a market capitalization of $219 billion, Netflix has a market capitalization that most closely resembles Bitcoin at the moment. Bitcoin's path to $1 million On November 29, 2017, notorious Bitcoin evangelist John McAfee predicted bitcoin would reach a price of $1 million
by the end of 2020. He even promised to eat his own cock if it didn't. Unfortunately for him, it's 100.0 percent behind being on the right track. Bitcoin's price should have been $526,084 by now, dickline.info. Bitcoin energy consumption On an annual basis, Bitcoin now uses an estimated 66 terawatt-hour
electricity. This corresponds to the Czech Republic's energy consumption. Bitcoin on Twitter Yesterday, 33,256 fresh tweets about Bitcoin were sent out worldwide. That's 62.8 percent above last year's average. The maximum amount of tweets per day last year about Bitcoin was 82,838. Most popular post
about Bitcoin This was yesterday's most engaged tweet about Bitcoin: Bitcoin bugs insist that interest in Bitcoin is booming. But the facts tell a different story. Despite a massive effort to #Bitcoin, interest is still below its peak in 2019, and nowhere near the peak reached in 2017. However, interest in #gold
is hitting new highs. pic.twitter.com/O430UfD94T — Peter Schiff (@PeterSchiff) August 20, 2020 was yesterday's most upvoted Reddit post about Bitcoin: Bitcoin Goes Mainstream in Turkey with National Soccer Team Sponsorship of BTCTurk from r/CryptoMarkets
print(randomGoodByePhraseForSillyHumans) My human programmer required me to add this affiliate link to eToro, where you can buy Bitcoin so they can make 'money' to 'eat'. Published 21 August 2020 – 08:57 UTC You have read through the lists. You've scanned the new releases. It's time to settle
into a night of streaming, and you've already exhausted all your possibilities. You've seen every most romantic, entertained all summer, Spookiest, and exciting movie out there. For you, the seasoned Netflix expert, it's time for something a little more... Subtle. So, scanning by sex, I've found 18 of the
scariest movies on Netflix that will baffle and befuddle you in a way you don't expect. These are the kind of movies that have a slow, steady oddity, that gets under your skin in a way you don't even think about. The most controversial take on the list is probably Grease, adored by sleepover participants
everywhere. But more recently, the underrated sequel Grease 2 has taken the spotlight and been hailed as a feminist manifesto. Since its plot is the inverse of the original, it is long time Grease is re-evaluated. Nightcrawler, meanwhile, has a creepy premise from the get-go, but sees adorable Jake
Gyllenhaal completely convincing as a perfect sleazebag somehow making the film even creepier. The most unexpected twist on the list can come from adult animated film Sausage Party. Expectations were set very low for a film whose entire plot was advertised as what about food, but bro, but this leaves
you blindsided by the actual plot's philosophical musings about God's existence. So dive in — every movie on this list is guaranteed to leave you entertained, but with a nagging sense of unease. Okja uses lovable Studio Ghibli stylings to sneak in a scathing critique of the entire factory agribusiness. It's the
emotional gut-punch of watching Bambi's mom get shot, but then dressed up and set up for the dinner table. The effects of casual cruelty are somehow worse when everyone looks like they stepped out of a Wes Anderson movie. In an interview with Indiewire, director Bong Joon-ho said he went vegan for
two months after making this film; I'm surprised he went back to meat. 2'Maria Bamford: The Special Special'You ever have that awkward first holiday visit with significant other folks, where everyone sitting around the living room doing painfully polite small talk? OK, take that feeling, concentrate it with 10,
and instead of small talk, it makes pitch black stand-up and blunt discussion of mental health issues. Maria Bamford's intense comedy special has a live audience of just two – her parents. But you are invited to witness the painful interaction, and genuinely funny set. During The Sun begins as a simple
documentary about a North Korean family and quickly reveals that it documents the propaganda machine behind the few images that the reclusive dictatorship shows the world. Government representatives coach factory workers to announce new records in production that change by the minute, and to
praise the life-extending virtues of kimchee at dinner. Director Vitaly Mansky's crew secretly duplicated memory cards before the government handler removed unacceptable images, giving us a rare look behind the cheeky façade. A tonally bizarre TV series, Richie Rich takes an odd concept (boy
millionaire) and updates it for the modern era. Unfortunately the modern era, with the widest wealth gap since feudalism, is just the wrong time for the zany adventures of a child so rich that he can't understand the concept of normal life. Sure, you can read it as social critique of Silicon Valley
entrepreneurial worship (which may explain the inappropriately sexy robot maid). But turning class issues into weird CGI set pieces feels increasingly icky as the show continues, and for a show about immense riches, it looks very cheap. Starting as a documentary about The Shining conspiracy theories,
the film all-so-slowly scales to make you think about who is spraying these theories, and why. Based on J.G. Ballard's novel, this film adaptation works on your mind the same way – a clever surface reading that sticks to your mind for weeks. A perfect 70s period piece, the film tracks the inhabitants of a
luxury high-rise as they rise to chaos. ABBA's S.O.S. never sounded as scary as the soundtrack to the anarchy rush penthouse. Blood On The Mountain MovieThis documentary manages to feel personal without following personalities around as it tells the exploitative history of West Virginia coal mining.
What really sends shivers down the spine is watching generations of Americans willingly take up work they know will kill them, slowly or suddenly. You know that smarmy co-workers everyone just loves but you can't stand? What if they looked exactly like you and no one seemed to notice? Based on a
Dostoevsky story, this macabre office drama was written and directed by Richard Ayoade, one of the geniuses behind Garth Merengi's Darkplace and The IT Crowd. Watching it will make you loathe Mondays more, if it's even possible. When your subject is an unsolved child murder creep factor is already
ridiculously high, but this odd documentary avoids real crime cliché altogether. Instead, it focuses on the surrounding city, and their views and thoughts on the case that put the national spotlight close, but not on them. Although no one actually knows what happened, reactions run everything from
disinterested to conspiratorial.10'Know Your Enemy: Japan'At the outbreak of World War II, the U.S. government tapped Frank Capra to make propaganda films for the troops. Why We Fight is the most famous, but Know Your Enemy was not even seen by its intended audience - released the day
Nagasaki was bombed, the movie rallies troops to fight an enemy the United States was already negotiating with. The fight behind the scenes makes it to the screen – according to John Dower'sWar Without Mercy: Pacific War, writers thought Capra was too racist, not seeing the push came from the
Pentagon (their notes said the film was too sympathetic to the Japanese people). The Odd Couple of LSD, nerdy Tim Scully and buff (in every sense of the word) Nick Sand distributed millions of tabs of Orange Sunshine across the United States. Despite wildly different backgrounds and interests, they
sincerely believed acid can save the world. After LSD was made illegal, the couple tangled up and taken down, a real Prisoner's Dilemma nets them both in prison. Watching different paths of these men come together and divergent makes for a fascinating look at the era, with a dark undercurrent of drug
wars today. For every horrible picture you see on the evening news, someone out there was filming it. What if that person had an entrepreneurial bent? After watching Jake Gyllenhaal sleaze his way to a mini-media empire, you can think twice before playing to chase pictures. The creep factor is behind the
scenes of this rather simple documentary on a sub-traveled subject. stars discuss how they got into the business, and what they are, or plan to do when they leave. It's a business like any other, given the stuffed moral handwringing around it. But for director Bryce Wagoner, pitching involved Russian mobs,
no one in Hollywood would touch the project, and while he knows his subject, his frat attitude is a little off-putting. Hannibal Classics PicturesThe creepiness begins with the fact that this film is based on a terrible true story. A marine mix-up led to hundreds of agonizing, prolonged deaths over several days
after the USS Indianapolis sunk. Survivors floated in the sea, suffering dehydration, exposure... and then the sharks found them. Unfortunately the film's CGI and historical accuracy are not up to the task, slowly cutting your brain as you try to keep taking the harrowing story seriously. The twee charm alone
may push some over the edge, but Amélie's real creep factor sits with what she does to make them feel better. Breaking and entering, stealing, gaslighting, forgery, and lying to a widow, all done in the sweetest way possible.16'Minimalism: A documentary about the important things'Probably against
consumption, this doc falls into the trap of buying into another, superior type of consumption. Don't splurge on fast fashion, spending extra on that perfect shirt. Why have a whole house, when you can have a small house (which still means home ownership, building materials)? By ignoring the high bar
needed to go minimal, this documentary gives the creeping feeling minimalism is just the new materialism. Yes, anthropomorphic food is disturbing. Yes, it's even weirder when the movie doesn't just involve food having sex (?!) but shows an entire supermarket. But what puts this over the top is the whole
plot centered around losing faith in a higher power – God's death isn't exactly the kind of adult fare people were expecting. Hey, it's everyone's favorite sleepover staple. Who wouldn't enjoy seeing a bunch of young, impressionable ladies in a funny 50s throwback musical... about changing yourself for a
guy... with a side of the locker room talk that gets a whole song to himself? Strange movie. If you've worked your way through this list, you might feel like a nice, long shower to wash away weird. Go ahead, you've earned it. And you have a lot to talk about the next time someone asks So, saw something
interesting lately? Recently?
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